Algorithms for evaluating reference scaled average bioequivalence: power, bias, and consumer risk.
The determination of the bioequivalence between highly variable drug products involves the evaluation of reference scaled average bioequivalence. The European and US regulatory authorities suggest different algorithms for the implementation of this approach. Both algorithms are based on approximations reflected in lower than the achievable power or higher than the nominal consumer risk of 5%. To overcome these deficiencies, a new class of algorithms, the so-called Exact methods, was earlier introduced. However, their applicability was limited. We propose 2 modifications which make their computation simpler and also applicable with any study design. Four algorithms were evaluated in simulated 3-period and 4-period bioequivalence studies: Hyslop's approach recommended by the US FDA, the method of average bioequivalence with expanding limits requested by the European EMA, and 2 versions of the new Exact methods. At small sample sizes, the Exact methods had substantially higher statistical power than Hyslop's algorithm and had lower consumer risk than the method of average bioequivalence with expanding limits. Similarly to the Hyslop's algorithm, higher than 5% consumer risk was observed only with either unbalanced study design or with additional regulatory requirements. The improved Exact algorithms compare favorably with the alternative procedures. They are based on the bias correction method of Hedges. The recognition that the scaled difference statistics is measured with bias has important practical implications when results of pilot bioequivalence studies are evaluated and, at the same time, calls for the revision of the statistical theory of RSABE and its related methods.